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THE BRISTOL HOTWELL
BY VINCENT WAITE, B.A.
of Gray's Inn, Barrister-at-law
One of the outstanding features of the Bristol Hotwell spa
is the rapidity of its rise to fame and its equally swift decline and
decay. At the height of its popularity it was a crowded fashionable
spa which was a rendezvous for elegant society figures like the
Duchess of Marlborough, the Duchess of Kent, and other visitors
described with a curious mixture of sycophancy and scurrility in
Characters at the Hotwell, a slim folio published in 1723. At this
period London newspapers were displaying advertisements like the
following:
"Famous Bristol Hotwell water, fresh from the Well,
will be sold and delivered to any part of the town at six
shillings per dozen bottles. These bottles are of the largest
size, and by the extraordinary favour of the winds arrived
but last week, in eight days from Bristol, the common passage
being a month or six weeks."
Addison, Cowper, Gay, Pope, Sheridan, and Mrs. Thrale
were among the many famous literary figures who visited the spa.
Smollett set the opening chapters of Humphrey Clinker here, and
Fanny Burney followed fashion by sending, the eponymous heroine
of Evelina to the Hotwell which she described as "a most
delightful spot; the prospect is beautiful, the air pure, and the
weather very favourable to invalids." The Poet Laureate, William
Whitehead, remarkable for his insignificance in a whole series of
indifferent 18th century Poets Laureate, published an extravagantly
laudatory and excessively lengthy Hymn to the Nymph of the Bristol
Spring. And yet by the end of the 18th century the gay elegant
throng of the Hotwell season had dwindled to a handful of doomed
patients. Finally the Pump Room itself disappeared and all that was
left was a legacy of bankrupt lodging-house keepers, a few faded
carriages with shabby drivers and still shabbier horses, and rows of
decaying houses.
Bristolians habitually use the plural form " Hotwells," and
there were in fact several spa springs in Bristol at various periods.
Here we shall deal exclusively with the original Hotwell spring
which gushed out of an opening at the foot of St. Vincent's rock,
almost under the span of the modern Suspension Bridge, but to
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avoid confusion it might be well to mention the more important of
the other springs.
1. The" New" Hotwell, first mentioned about 1702, flowed
into the Avon further along the river bank, about two hundred
yards beyond Blackrock quarry. A few intrepid travellers clambered
over the stony pathway by the river or rode down the precipitous
horsetrack leading to it from Durdham Downs. In 1754 John
Wesley attributed his sudden recovery from a "greedy
consumption " to the virtues of this spring. This gave it a short
lived celebrity; a smail Pump Room and lodging-house were built,
but the place was unbearabiy lonely. "The nearest dwelling is a
mile distant, and the only human objects ordinarily visible are the
gibbeted remains of two murderers," one visitor wrote. It is hardly
surprising that the New Hotwell could not compete with its older
rival, and by 1792 the buildings were occupied by quarrymen. In
1894 the Corporation was persuaded to build a drinking-fountain
for the spring, now styled '' St. Vincent's Spring," and this still
remains on the Portway.
2. About 1786 a spring was discovered near the Mardyke
ferry in Hotwe!ls Road behind "The Tennis-Court House." The
proprietor built a small Pump Room round the spring, but by 1810
the site was converted into Poole's Mineral Spa Coal Wharf.
3. Sien 'Spring was discovered in 1793 when a loca! attorney
living on Sion Hill made a boring through the limestone rock to
obtain water for his house. He, too, built a small Pump Room and
set up in competition with the old Hotwell below the cliff, but in
five years the building was up for sale as "suitable for any genteel
business."·· The building which was put up in 1850 in a short-lived
attempt to revive the Sion Hill Spa is now transformed into a hotel
bar.
4. The spa of the Grand Spa Hotel was built in 1893 when
George Newnes planned the hydraulic cliff railway from Hotwells
Road to Sion Hill. He was given permission to construct the rail
way on condition that he revived the old Clifton Spa by building a
Pump Room at the end of Prince's Buildings. From the very
beginning the enterprise seemed doomed to failure, and the building
fin4lly became an ordinary hotel. The ornate building which once
housed the spring water and mineral baths can still be seen with
the initials G.N. woven in the masonry.
The original Hotwell spring, the subject of this pamphlet,
was at high tide som€ twenty-six feet below the river level, but
when the tide had ebbed it poured out ten feet above the level
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of the water at a rate of some sixty gallons a minute. The term
"hot" well was a misnomer : its temperature was 76 degrees.
It has been traditionally supposed that the spring was known
.
in the earliest times to sailors who used the water to treat scurvy,
that former scourge of seafaring men, but the first known written
record was made by that indefatigable measur�r of walls and pacer
of distances, the 15th century Bristol topographicai scholar, William
Wyrecestre. " Fons ibidem in parte de Gyhston Cliff in fundo
aquae, et est ita callidus sicut lac, vel aqua Badonis," is his
description of it. (In the same place is a fountain on the side of
Ghyston Cliff, towards the bottom of the river, and it is as warm
as milk or like the water of Bath.)
At the beginning of the 17th century the Hotwell water
began to be more generally known. In 1634 a young officer visited
the spring and described it as "gushing and pouring out of a mighty
stony Rocke into the Streame, so nigh thereto that every Tyde it
overflows it. To it we descended by a rocky and steep-winding
and craggy way-neere 200 slippery steps."* One of the earliest
writers to describe the theraputic value of the water was Dr.
Thomas Johnson in Mercurius Botanicus. He visited the Hotwell in
the same year and wrote : " Here from the clefts of the rocks issues
forth a spring of warm water pleasant to the taste. It is a water of
some repute, and much commended for ... affections of the
kidneys, taken inwardly, and for old sores, applied outwardly. It is
in pretty frequent use, and not without success as I am informed by
those who have experienced it."
The virtues of the spring were known well enough to be
described in several books later in the century. Thomas Fuller
mentions it in his Book of Worthies ( 1662) as being "sovereign
for sores and sickness, to be washed in, or drank of, to be either
outwardly or inwardly applied . . . Dr. Samuel Ward, living in
Sidney College, Cambridge, was prescribed the constant drinking
thereof, though it was costly to bring it through the Severn and
narrow seas, and thE:·:v:e by river to Cambridge." In 1650 a Dr.
Yenner laid special stress on the virtues of the Hotwell water for
those "who have hot livers, feeble brains, and red pimply faces"
-a combination of symptoms recalling the literature of later
patent medicines. After 1680 the spring became well-known as a
remedy for yet another disease. The circumstances of the discovery
of this cure are related by Dr. Randolph in his Bristol Hotwe/1:
*Relation of a Short Survey of 26 Counties.
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" It happened about the year 1680 that two or three persons
of note in Bristol died of the diabetes, the physicians acknowledging
and bewailing the inefficiency of their art in such manner as it was
looked upon by everybody to be incurable. One Mr. Gagg, a baker
who lived in Castle Street, being seized with it, was accordingly
despaired of by all that knew him. But dreaming one night that he
drank plentifully of the Hotwell water, and was wonderfully
refreshed by it, he was much inclined the next morning to quench
his thirst with it, and found it to answer to his wish so effectually
that by continuing the use of it, in a few days he came abroad,
gathered flesh and strength daily, and recovered to the great surprise
of everybody that knew him. This une remarkable instance was
sufficient to recommend this water to others labouring under the
same disorder, and accordingly it was found to answer expectation,
and was soon brought into reputation for it."
Royal patronage of the Hotwell dates back to the visit of
" tt unhappy neglected queen, Catherine of Braganza, who visited
it in 1677. She drove along the rough track to the spring attended
by the Earl of Ossory and other members of her entourage; but the
city records do not say if she went down the " neere 200 slippery
steps." At the beginning of the 17th century a small brick
reservoir had been built round the spring, but when the tide rose
the spring water was contaminated in the reservoir, and it continued
polluted for some time after the river level had fallen. In an effort
to prevent this the Mayor of Bristol in 1691 built a high stone
enclosure around the spring. This had an unexpected result: the
pressure of the greatly increased volume of water began to divert
the course of the spring, and it was feared for a time that it would
be driven underground and entirely lost.
A more successful attempt to solve this problem was made
four years later when the Society of Merchant Venturers, lords of
the manor of Clifton, granted a lease of the Well to a group of
Bristol citizens. Under their auspices the Hotwell House was built
in 1696 on a small rocky ledge jutting out into the river. Con
temporary prints show it as a somewhat gaunt, austere building,
but from its rooms facing the Avon there was a fine view of the
riv.er, and the gorge was still almost unspoilt by quarrying. But
even the view had its disadvantages according to Smollett's
H mphrey Cllnker in which Jerry Melford says :
" I was the other day much diverted with a conver
sation that passed in the Pump Room betwixt my uncle and
the famous Doctor Linden who is come to ply at the Well
6

for Patients. My uncle was complaining of the stink
occasioned by the vast quantity of mud and slime which the
river leaves at low ebb under the windows of the Pump
Room."
novel:

On the other hand we find that Lydia exclaims in the same
"This is a charming romantic place. The air is so
pure, the Downs so agreeable, the furze in ful·I blossom, the
ground _enamelled with daisies, primroses and cowslips ...
For variety we go down to the Bristol spring where the
company is assembled before dinner; so good-natured, so
free, so easy; and there we drink the water ... The ships
_
and boats going up and down the river, close under the
windows of the Pump Room, afford such an enchanting
variety of moving pictures."

Probably the truth lay somewhere between these two
pictures. Neither the old man nor the young girl was a reliable
witness-he was suffering from gout and a disordered liver; and
she was violently in love.
A special foundation had been built for this Pump Room
to enable the pumps to raise the water thirty feet. Valves in the
pipes allowed the waste well-water to flow back into the river, but
shut against the river-water at high tide. This at least is what in
their theory should have happened, and what the Guide Books
claimed did happen; but one Hotwell doctor confessed : " It is found
�y exp_erience that the high tides will mix with the spring and foul
1t ( which they can do no other way than by some unknown clefts in
the rock) and the water continues foul for some time after the
tide is sunk."
Towards the beginning of the 18th century the Hotwell
added tuberculosis of the lungs to the list of diseases which were
treated at the spa, and in 1745 Dr. Randolph wrote :
"Of all the disorders which seek relief from Bristol
water there is none more common than phthisis pulmonaria;
none in which more is expected of it; none in which the
hopes of our patients are oftener deceived. Some come not
till 'tis too late to help them; others with symptoms the
water will not reach; all expecting miracles, not considering
the great variety of cases comprehended under this one name,
or that what might have been of service in the beginning
becomes of little or no efficacy in the later stages."
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These are frank words written by a physician who was him
self in practice at the Hotwell and who showed m�re professio�al
acumen and honesty than many of his contemporaries by stressing
that the Hotwell water could not work miracles. The disease must
be taken in time, and it was the rest, fresh air and exercise of the
spa's regimen which effected a cure rath�r than any magical
.
properties of the water itself. A Hotwell guide published towards
the end of the century was even more emphatic on the subject
.. We do not wish to cast any reflection on the gentlemen of the
faculty whose advice is consulted, but we are _ afraid i_t is too often
a practice with them not to part with a patient :'hilst. they have
the least probability of success. When they find the1 r a_r� ineffect_ual,
and the case desperate, then and not till then the phys1c1an consigns
his patient to the Bristol Hotwell to try_the �ffect of the _ water, b r,
which he avoids the imputation of their dying under his hands.
Patients of this kind were so common in one set of lodging-houses
that they were known by the grim nickname of " Death Row."
Nevertheless many contemporary medical works continued
to be filled with reports of cases cured which are scarcely credible
to a more sceptical generation, although they were always "care
fully attested, either by the pers�ns · themselv.es or by othe;,
_
trustworthy eyewitnesses so as to obviate all susp1c1on of falsehood.
The following is a fair sample of these" carefully attested" cures:
"The Rev. Dr. Hammond, of Christ Church, Oxford,
about four years since, spared neither care nor cost for the
recovery of Christopher Pyman, his then servitor, and now
of the same college. After the doctor had left him past
hope of recovery, with his funeral directions, a dismal
spectacle, wasted to the last degree, at the P:ime of life,
forsaken by his physicians, and left to the merciless hand of
death by his friends, was perfectly cured by drinki�g the
Hotwell water, and now remains a living, healthful testimony
of this truth."
"By easy journeys, Miss Lee, of Birmingham, was
conveyed to the Well. To the dregs of the mea�les she owed
her consumption, and she was reduced to skin and bone.
She was so weak that she could not walk to the pump. She
drank the water from her chair for the first six weeks with
out the least visible amendment. After this it began to have
a sensible effect. It threw out large boils on her back. At
the end of three months her blood vessels seemed to be filled
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with fresh juices. She ate heartily, walked firmly, and rode
on the Downs. After five years she now continues well."
"Mr. Ralph Millard, Innkeeper at the Swan, Coleman
Street, London, aged 50, in the spring of 1700, after a great
medick expense, and given over by his physicians in a
diabetes, was directed to the Hotwell, to which place he got
with great difficulty, not being able to scramble to his bed
without help. By drinking the water three weeks he was so
invigorated that Mr. Eaglestone, of College Gre·en, saw him
lift a barrel of ale up several steps, whid, three other men
failed to perform. In three weeks more he returned to
London, riding the hundred miles in two days."
The bottling of the Hotwell water was a considerable industry
in the 18th century. Defoe noted in 1724 that there were no
fewer than fifteen glass-houses in Bristol, "which are more than in
London ... and vast numbers of bottles are used for sending the
water of the Hotwell not only over England but all over the world."
Later another visitor recorded that the water "was not only drunk
on the spot at the Pump Room, but every morning cried in the
streets, like milk." Those who bought water in bottles were given
detailed instructions on the best method of reviving some of its
original characteristics, but the poet Pope, who has left an
interesting account of his visit to the Hotwell in 1739, confirmed
the general opinion-" I am satisfied that the water at the Well is
different from what it is anywhere else." The water fresh from the
spring was officially described as "uniformly 76 degrees on issuing
from the pump, and it cannot offend the most irritable stomach.
It is sparkling and abounding with air-bubbles of a whitish colour
which gradually goes off as it grows cool, and therefore in perfection
only at the spring. Thus taken, it is brisk and soft to the palate,
grateful to the stomach, wholly free from odour, and cooling to the
system. It leaves a slightly styptic impression on the palate by no
means unpleasant; and though hard for the purpose of the laundress,
has the remarkable quality of making excellent tea."
One interesting event occurred at the spring in 1755 which
was later accepted as proof that the spa water was "influenced
to an unusual degree by the subterranean fire of the earth, and
has an evident sympathy with volcanic agencies." On the first of
November the Hotwell suddenly became as red as blood, and so
turbid that it could not be drunk. Many conjectures were made as
to the cause of this phenomenon, but news was later received that
the disastrous earthquake at Lisbon had taken place on that very
day.
9

Rooms on the upper floor of the Pump House were limited
in number and at the beginning of the Hotwell's popularity most
of the visitors were accommodated in lodgings around College
Green. During th�� first half of the 18th century the houses of
Dowry Square and Dowry Parade were built to provide additional
accommodation. Th� Hotwell season began in late April and lasted
until the end of 'Sepu:mber. The fashionable procedure for "taking
the waters" was to ride in a carriage to the Pump Room in the
morning, drink the prescribed number of glasses, and then sit with
the company, talking scandal, playing cards, and listening to the
small orchestra which exacted a season's subscription of five
shillings from each visitor. For the benefit of those who preferred
fresh air and exercise there was a tree-lined promenade along the
river bank, and for wet weather a small colonnade was built about
1786, part of which still remains. This colonnade replaced a small
piazza which can be seen in some earlier drawings of the Hotwells.
At five o'clock the company gathered again to take the water in the
Pump Room, and after the first two or three days the amount was
often increased to as much as twelve glasses daily. A somewhat
different, sterner regimen was described by one physician under the
title "The Invalid's Day." "At six in the morning take asses' milk.
Rest about an hour after it in bed. Should perspiration ensue,
which is frequently the case, rest rather upon the bed, lightly clad.
Rise at seven, or earlier. Be at the Well by half past seven. There
take the first glass of the water; and having walked in the open air,
if the weather permits, otherwise under the colonnade, for twenty
or thirty minutes, take the second glass. Ride on horseback, or in
a carriage, from eight to nine. Breakfast and the private avocations
of the morning will engage till twelve, when a customary medicine
is to be taken. At one o'clock go to the waters and drink two
glasses in the same way as in the morning. From half past one ride
on the Downs, or elsewhere, till four. Dinner. Remain quiet after
it, or perhaps repose on a couch till six. Half hour after six, Tea,
or such habitual beverage. At seven, walk; or if debility forbids,
ride.· At eight or soon after, be returned home. At nine, or soon
after, Supper. At eleven, take the night medicine, and retire to
rest."

deman� for horses that in 1754 it was stated that " the best lady
�ttending the Hotwell will not refuse riding behind a man, for such
1s the custom here, and numbers of what they call 'double horses'
are kept for that purpose." Another favourite amusement was
sailing down the river, often accompanied by another boat with
musicians on board "whose music, when echoed and re-echoed by
the rocks, has a most delightful effect, not only on those on the
water but also to the auditors on land. Companies of visitors often
sail down as far as Portishead, and if they take a cold collation with
them, go ashore and dine in the woods. And ma.ny ladies and
gentlemen cross the river at Rownham ferry and walk to the sweet
and wholesome village of Ashton to eat strawberries or raspberries
with cream." Sometimes a visit to the spa coincided with the races
on Durdham Downs which lasted for several days and always
proved a popular attraction.
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!n 1729 a small theatre was built at Jacob's Well " lying
convenient for coaches as well as for the Rope-Walk leading to the
Hotwell." It was a cramped little building but it had the advantage
of sharing a party wall with an alehouse, and through a hole in this
wall liquid refreshment was handed to the actors and to the
pr!vileged spectators who sat on the stage. Evening balls and
private parties were held in the public rooms owned by the Pump
Room-the Old, or Upper Long Room, and later the Lower, or
New Long Room, part of which still survives as a school. One
Hotwell physician regretted "that the female invalids, who are for
the most part at that period of life when public entertainments have
their peculiar relish, err in no one instance so much as in the
indulgence of dancing, an exercise most salutary to lungs that are
sound, but as injurious to those that are unsound." It appears to
have been the height of fashion to give public breakfasts "with
cotillions and country dances," an outstanding example of the vigour
of our ancestors that even companies of invalids could take hearty
exercise of this kind during what in a softer generation has
degenerated into the silent meal of the day.

Various organised amusements were prQvided for v1s1tors
who were well enough to be amused, and these were a fair pro
portion, especially when the Hotwell cure was part of the yearly
round for fashionable society folk, or was regarded as a temporary
rest cure for the typical toper and glutton of the period. Riding or
driving on the Downs was a favourite pastime and there was such a

The Bristol Hotwell was, of course, much smaller than the
neighbouring spa of Bath, and it was in no sense a rival but rather a
supplementary cure, for many people combined visits to the two
resorts. After 1785 the Hotwell imitated Bath by appointing a
Master of Ceremonies, "William Pennington Esquire," who wore a
g?ld medallion strung on a blue ribbon to emphasise the dignity of
his office. In order to preserve decorum in the public entertain
ments he issued the following regulations:
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I. That a certain row of seats be set apart at the upper end of
the room for ladies of precedence and foreigners of fashion.
2. That every lady who has a right of precedence deliver her card
to the Master of Ceremonies on her entering the room.
3. That no gentleman appear with a sword or with spurs in these
rooms, or on a ball night, in boots.
4. That on ball nights when minuets are danced, ladies who intend
dancing there will sit in a front row for the convenience of
being taken out and returning to their places.
5. That on all occasions ladies are admitted to these rooms in
hats, not excepting the balls given to the Master of the
Ceremonies.
6. That the subscription balls will begin as soon as possible after
7 o'clock and conclude at 11, on account of the health of the
company.
7. It is earnestly requested that when a lady has gone down the
dance she will be so polite as not to retire till it is concluded.
During the 18th century the popularity of the spa was
maintained by its reasonable charges. The fee for drinking the
water was merely nominal. Lodgings were only ten shillings a
week for a room in summer, and five shillings in winter, with half
price for servants. The public breakfasts cost one shilling and
sixpence. The season's subscription to the balls (giving two tickets)
was one guinea, and five shillings was charged for the use of the
Rooms and Gardens.
The gay, fashionable character of the spa lasted until the
last decade of the 18th century, and then at the height of its
prosperity there came a dramatic decline and decay. In 1784· the
Society of Merchant Venturers had advertised for a new tenant of
the Hotwell. As the lessee was required to spend at least £1,000
on building a quay wall along the river bank in front of the Pump
Room, £500 in protecting the spring from the tide, and a consider
able sum on repairs to the Pump Room itself, it is not surprising
that the lease was not taken up. The Society had to appoint a
salaried caretaker of the spa and undertake the necessary repairs
and improvements. In 1790 Samuel Powell became the new tenant.
The rent had been considerably increased, and understandably
Powell increased his charges. But the increase was so much and so
sudden that the throng of visitors dwindled to a mere handful in a
few seasons. In 1816 Dr. Carrick, a Clifton physician, described
the spa as he had known it some thirty years before :
12

"It was then during the summer one of the best frequented
and most crowded watering-places in the kingdom. Scores of the
nobility were to be found there every season, and such a crowd of
invalids of all ranks resorted to the waters that it was often difficult
for them to provide themseives with any sort of lodgings. About
that period a considerable number of lodging-house keepers had in
the course of a few years realised very handsome fortunes without
any complaints of extortionate exactions. Three extensive taverns
were constantly full and two spacious ballrooms were profitably
kept open. There was a well-attended ball, a public breakfast, and
a promenad_e every week, and often twice a week. The Pump Room
was all day long the resort of invalids who left with the keeper of
the Well many hundreds a year in voluntary donations, and from
12 to 2 o'clock it was generally so crowded that there was often
some difficulty in getting up to drink the water. The adjoining walk
was filled with fashionable company; the sublime scenery of the
cliffs was enlivened by the sounds of music. The Downs and all the
avenues to the Hotwell were filled with strings of carriages and with
parties on horseback and on foot."
1816:

Then he went on to describe how the place had changed by

" It has the silence of the grave, to which it seems the inlet.
Not a carriage to be seen once an hour, and scarcely more frequently
does a solitary invalid approach the neglected spring. One of the
ballrooms and taverns has been long ago shut up, and the other
with great difficulty kept open. The lodging-houses, or such of
them as still remain open, are almost entirely empty in summer, and
not very profitably filled even in winter."
It is not difficult to trace the chief causes of this decline in
popularity of a once flourishing spa. Firstly, there were the
increased charges: for example, instead of the former ten shillings
fee per season for a whole family to drink the water, each individual
was now charged twenty-six shillings. As a result of this, families
which once went to the spa for pleasure as well as for health were
now attracted elsewhere. Hotwell visitors thus became mostly
incurable consumptives nursing a last despairing hope of a
miraculous cure. This in turn resulted in a mortality rate among
the patients, which was bound to give a sinister reputation to a
so-called "curative" spa. Dr. Carrick remarked on yet another
deterrent for the nervous or delicate visitors-the dangerous,
precipitous way leading down from Clifton to the Well. "To many
the hire of a carriage twice or thrice a day at the increased charge,
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and the fatigue and terror of riding up and down Granby Hill is an
insuperable obstacle." Finally, as Latimer very pertinently points
out, the conclusion of the long war with France had made it possible
for the more wealthy English families to patronise foreign spas once
again.
In 1822 the old Hotwell House was demolished so that the
road, later called Bridge Valley Road, could be built. At the same
time an energetic attempt to revive the spa was made by a Mr.
James Bolton. A new Pump Room '' in Tuscan style" was built,
and a suite of baths added to the building; visitors had always
complained of the lack of proper facilities for mineral baths in the
old Pump Room. Charges seem to have been rather high-three
pence a glass for the water, which meant up to three shillings a day
if you were taking the cure. Only paupers were allowed to draw
from the free tap set up in a back yard to conform with the
prescriptive right of Bristolians and Cliftonians to have free access
to the Well. This free tap was in fact removed in 1831, but another
was set up in 1837 as a result of threatened legal action by a section
of the Bristol public.
Mr. Bolton was obviously a shrewd business man. He com
bined with his spa water and mineral baths the sale of stationery,
guide books, local views, " Indian soap as prepared at Delhi
(' Nature gives much!-But Art's assisting power will aid her efforts,
and her blooms secure'); fancy articles in lava; oiled silk caps and
respirators; portable seats and stools; flesh rubbers and brushes;
foreign cigars; umbrellas; lozenges; marine and fresh-water animals;
fossils of the neighbourhood, both in their natural state and in the
form of inkstands, shawl-pins, etc.; Kent's patent knife-cleaning
machines; White's family flour-mill; Hotwell toothpowder; and
boomerangs."

But it was of no avail; his attempt to revive the Hotwell spa
failed, and in 1867 the new Pump Room was in turn demolished so
that Hotwell Point could be removed and river navigation made
safer. Thus the spring was lost after a long ,and eventful history.
After much public agitation and complaining in the local press the
spring was enclosed and piped to a small grotto hollowed out in the
_
rock. Here a pump was set up in 1877 and an attendant provided
by the Bristol Docks committee. In 1880 Dr. Griffin wrote a
warning letter to the newspapers claiming that his analysis of this
pump water proved that it was not from the original spring which
in any case was too far away to retain its correct temperature. Yet
up to 1913 the pump was still in use, and sometimes supplied as
many as 350 persons a day. Then the long-threatened pollution of
the water by the river became too obvious to be ignored and the
pump was closed. The entrance, blocked up by a sm�II wo�den
door, can still be seen in Hotwells Road near the Suspension Bridge.
Attempts have been made to find the unpolluted original spring
again. Borings were made after 1913 down to a depth of over one
hundred and forty feet with no success, and another trial in 1925
was equally abortive.
Only one reminder of the old Hotwell is now left to
Bristolians-part of the colonnade which still stands in Hotwells
Road. In the daytime it is just a quaint little crescent of shabby
houses with a busy clatter of traffic roaring past, but at night when
the street lamps glitter across the river the old houses seem to
glimmer like the g_hosts of a vanished glory which indeed they are.
This interesting relic of the past is already falling into sad decay. If
neglected for much longer it must inevitably disappear like so much
of the inheritance history has bequeathed to Bristol.

This spirited, all-embracing commercial act1v1ty won the
admiration of his patrons. Some were even moved to poetical
effusions such as
" I drink thy limpid wave and feel
Its balm in every veinEndow'd by Heaven with powers to heal,
And lull despotic pain.
I bathe, and from thy waters win
What gave old Jordan fame
An infant's smoothness on my skin,
A glow through all my frame."
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF THE HOTWELL WATER
BY THE CHEMIST WILLIAM HERAPATH

One imperial gallon contains :
CUBIC INCHES
8·75
6·56

Carbonic acid gas
Nitrogen

GRAINS
2·18
2·909
5·891
3·017
1·267
17·7
·66
·103
·15
9·868
·270

SOLID MATTERS
Chloride of magnesium
Nitrate of magnesia
Chloride of sodium
Sulphate of soda
Sulphate of magnesia
Carbonate of lime
Carbonate of magnesia
Carbonate of iron
Bitumen
Sulphate of lime
Silicia

Grains 44·015
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